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1. Introduction 

.R� �ITXIQFIV� ������ (MXM^IRW� &KEMRWX� -EXI� TYFPMWLIH� Ư1]RGLMRK� ;MXLSYX� *RHư�

E� VITSVX� SJ� JEGX� ǰRHMRK� SJ� ��� MRGMHIRXW� SJ� VIPMKMSYWP]�QSXMZEXIH�� QSWXP]� GS[�

related, vigilante violence against Muslims resulting in 34 murders and 2 rape 

cases, almost all having occurred 2015 onwards.394 The vast majority of these 

incidents were reported from the states of Haryana, Jharkhand, and western 

9XXEV�5VEHIWL��XLI�VIWX�MR�&WWEQ��,YNEVEX��7ENEWXLER��ERH�;IWX�'IRKEP��8LI�VITSVX�

was an attempt to shed light on the post-violence actions of law enforcement 

and prosecution agencies – in the aftermath of the violence - and to document 

XLI�[SVOMRK�SJ�XLI�GVMQMREP�NYWXMGI�W]WXIQ�JSV�ZMGXMQW�SJ�LEXI�GVMQIW��8LI�ǰRHMRKW�

of the report revealed serious failures on the part of the police and prosecution 

agencies - both of omissions and commissions - with regard to the victims. From 

VIKMWXVEXMSR�SJ�+MVWX� .RJSVQEXMSR�7ITSVXW� +.7W�� XS�XLI� MRZIWXMKEXMSR�SJ�XLI�GVMQI�

and taking action against the perpetrators, the role played by the police was 

marked by bias and a poor commitment to uphold the rule of law. 

8LMW� FVMIǰRK� WYQQEVMWIW� ǰRHMRKW� SJ� XVMEP� QSRMXSVMRK� GSRHYGXIH� F]� (MXM^IRW�

Against Hate in the period December 2019 – January 2020 (well over two years 

after the initial report) - select cases in an attempt to look further into how the 

trials were conducted, to shed light on access to justice for victims and their 

JEQMPMIW��8LI�ǰRHMRKW�EVI�RSX�IRGSYVEKMRK�����8LI]�WTIEO�XS�XLI�[IEO�[SVOMRK�

of the justice system in India generally, especially poor for marginalised groups, 

particularly so in hate crime cases. 

394� �(MXM^IRW�&KEMRWX�-EXI��������1]RGLMRK�[MXLSYX�*RH��7ITSVX�SJ�JEGX�ǰRHMRK�MRXS�VIPMKMSYW�QSXMZEXIH�ZMKMPERXI�
violence in India.  
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2. Research and methodology

For the purpose of this review, we chose 9 out of the initial 24 incidents, that 

XSKIXLIV�PIH�XS�XLI�QYVHIV�SJ����2YWPMQ�QIR�MR�XLI��XEXIW�SJ�-EV]ERE��7ENEWXLER�

ERH�9XXEV�5VEHIWL��8LMW�[EW�E�GSQFMREXMSR�SJ�SPH�GEWIW�FIJSVI�XLI�TYFPMGEXMSR�SJ�

LWE), and new, those more recent, all cases CAH has been engaged with from the 

beginning, since publication of LWE, supporting families with rehabilitation and 

helping them access justice, working with their lawyers. We took 6 of the former: 

[(i) deceased: Tehseen, Yamunanagar, Haryana  (ii) Mustain Abbas, Kurukshetra, 

-EV]ERE��MMM��,LYPEQ�2SLEQQEH��'YPERHLWLEV��9XXEV�5VEHIWL��MZ��5ILPY�0LER�

&P[EV�� 7ENEWXLER� Z�� +EVMH� ERH� �LIV� �MRKL�� 3YL�� -EV]ERE� ZM��&REW� 6YVIWLM��&VMJ�

6YVIWLM�ERH�3E^MQ��)EHVM��9XXEV�5VEHIWLA��;I�EPWS�XSSO���SJ�XLI�VIGIRX��ZM^��M��&OFEV�

0LER��MM��9QEV�0LER��FSXL�&P[EV�HMWXVMGX�SJ�7ENEWXLER�ERH�MMM���LELVYOL��'EVIMPPI]��

9XXEV�5VEHIWL��4J�XLIWI�XLVII�����&OFEV�0LERưW�ERH��LELVYOLưW�QYVHIV�SGGYVVIH�

after the Supreme Court of India laid down preventive, remedial and punitive 

measures/guidelines to prevent vigilantism in the name of cow protection. 

8ILWIIR� ��� 5SSRE[EPPE�ZW�� 9RMSR� SJ� .RHME� �� 4VW�� ?;�5� (MZMP�� ��������A� SR�/YP]�

17th 2018). In this analysis, we wanted also to explore the impact of the Supreme 

Court guidelines on the investigation and prosecution of lynching cases. 

With the help of the lawyers, legal documents pertaining to each of the 9 cases 

[IVI�EGGIWWIH�F]�XLI�(&-�8IEQ��(IVXMǰIH�GSTMIW�SJ�XLI�HSGYQIRXW�WYFQMXXIH�

F]�XLI�TSPMGI�XS�XLI�GSYVX�[LMGL�JSVQ�E�TEVX�SJ�XLI�GEWI�ǰPI��[IVI�XEOIR�JVSQ�XLI�

court and analysed. The following legal documents were looked at for each case 

JSV� XLI� TYVTSWI� SJ� XLMW� EREP]WMW� �� +.7395�� 5SWX� 2SVXIQ� 7ITSVX396, General Case 

Diary397, Chargesheet398��(SYVX�4VHIVW��HITSWMXMSRW�SJ�[MXRIWWIW�FIJSVI�XLI�(SYVX�

and representations sent by the family to various authorities. 

395� +MVWX� .RJSVQEXMSR� 7ITSVX� +.7�� QIERW� ER� MRJSVQEXMSR� VIGSVHIH� F]� E� TSPMGI� SǲGIV� KMZIR� IMXLIV� F]� XLI�
EKKVMIZIH� TIVWSR� SV� ER]� SXLIV� TIVWSR� XS� XLI� GSQQMWWMSR� SJ� ER� EPPIKIH� SǯIRGI�� 4R� XLI� FEWMW� SJ� ǰVWX�
MRJSVQEXMSR�VITSVX��XLI�TSPMGI�GSQQIRGIW�MXW�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�

396� �5SWX�2SVXIQ�52��VITSVX�MW�ER�I\EQMREXMSR�ERH�HMWWIGXMSR�SJ�E�HIEH�FSH]�XS�HIXIVQMRI�GEYWI�SJ�HIEXL

397� �7IGSVH�OITX�F]�5SPMGI��XEXMSR�SJ�EPP�IZIRXW�

398�&�GLEVKIWLIIX�MW�ǰPIH�EJXIV�XLI�+.7��.X�MW�E�JSVQEP�TSPMGI�VIGSVH�WLS[MRK�REQIW�SJ�IEGL�TIVWSR�FVSYKLX�
MRXS�GYWXSH]��XLI�REXYVI�SJ�XLI�EGGYWEXMSRW��ERH�XLI�MHIRXMX]�SJ�XLI�EGGYWIVW��
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Tehseen Poonawala Writ Petition (CIVIL) No. 754 OF 2016 

Supreme Court order dated 17th July 2018

A.    Preventive Measures: 

ϭ͘� &TTSMRX� E� WIRMSV� TSPMGI� SǲGIV� EW� 3SHEP� 4ǲGIV� XS� TVIZIRX� MRGMHIRXW� SJ�

mob violence and lynching and for intelligence about the people who 

are likely to commit such crime.

Ϯ͘� Identify Districts, sub divisions and villages with high incidence of lynching 

/ vigilantism

ϯ͘� 3SHEP� SǲGIV� XS� LSPH� VIKYPEV� QIIXMRKW� XS� MHIRXMJ]� XLI� QSF�ZMSPIRGI� SV�

lynching or cow vigilantism and take steps to prevent them. 

ϰ͘� Government of India to take initiative to identify the measures to prevent 

mob lynching and violence. 

ϱ͘� 8LI�TSPMGI�XS�VIKMWXIV�+.7�Y�W�����&�SJ�.5(�EKEMRWX�TIVWSRW�HMWWIQMREXMRK�

irresponsible messages or videos.

B.     Remedial Measures:

ϭ͘� 5SPMGI�XS�ǰPI�+.7�[MXLSYX�ER]�YRHYI�HIPE]�YRHIV�XLI�VIPIZERX�TVSZMWMSRW�

SJ�.5(�

Ϯ͘� .RZIWXMKEXMSR�XS�FI�TIVWSREPP]�QSRMXSVIH�F]�3SHEP�4ǲGIV��(LEVKI�WLIIX�

XS�FI�ǰPIH�[MXLMR�XLI�WXEXYXSV]�TIVMSH��

ϯ͘� �XEXI�KSZIVRQIRX�XS�JSVQ�E�ZMGXMQ�GSQTIRWEXMSR�WGLIQI�Y�W�����(V5(�

ϰ͘� Cases of lynching and mob violence to be tried by designated court/ 

Fast track courts in each district. Such courts shall hold trial on the daily 

basis and be concluded within 6 months. 

ϱ͘� To set a stern example in the cases of mob violence and lynching, upon 

conviction of the accused person, the trial court must ordinarily award 

QE\MQYQ�WIRXIRGI�EW�TVSZMHIH�JSV�ZEVMSYW�SǯIRWIW�YRHIV�XLI�TVSZMWMSR�

SJ�.5(

ϲ͘� The courts trying the cases of mob violence and lynching shall take 

steps for the protection of victims.

ϳ͘� Victims to be given notice of any proceedings and he/ she to be heard 

EX�XLI�XVMEP�ƭ�EPP�WXEKIW��-EZI�XLI�VMKLX�XS�ǰPI�[VMXXIR�WYFQMWWMSRW�SR�GSR-

ZMGXMSR�ERH�EGUYMXXEP�SV�WIRXIRGMRK� B
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ϴ͘� The victims or the kin of deceased shall receive legal aid and shall 

have the right to choose her/ him own advocate form the legal service 

authorities act 1987. 

C.     Punitive Measures:

ϭ͘� &R]� EGX� SJ� TSPMGI� ERH� SXLIV� SǲGIVW� GSQMRK� MR� XLI� [E]� SJ� IǯIGXMZI�

implementation of these orders, shall be considered as an act of 

deliberate negligence. Appropriate departmental proceedings within 6 

months.   

Ϯ͘� State government must take disciplinary action against the concerned 

SǲGMEPW�MJ�SǲGMEPW�JSYRH�RSX�TVIZIRXMRK�MRGMHIRGI��SV�ETTVILIRHMRK�ERH�

taking punitive action against culprits.B
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3. Trends in the investigation and prosecution of hate 
crimes   

3.1  Registration of FIRs and ‘cross-cases’ against victims:

&R� EREP]WMW� SJ� XLI� GEWIW� WLS[W� XLEX� XLI� TSPMGI� MW� VIPYGXERX� XS� VIKMWXIV� +.7W� JSV�

murder of victims based on the family’s version. Attempts by victim families 

XS� KIX� +.7W� VIKMWXIVIH� LEW� RSX� EP[E]W� FIIR� WYGGIWWJYP�� .R� XLI� GEWI� SJ� +EVMH��

�LIV� �MRKL� ERH�8SYǰU�� MRWTMXI� SJ� QYPXMTPI� PIXXIVW� WIRX� XS� LMKLIV� EYXLSVMXMIW� JSV�

VIKMWXVEXMSR�SJ�+.7�EKEMRWX�XLI�GYPTVMXW�VIWTSRWMFPI�JSV�XLI�QYVHIVW��ER�+.7�XS�XLEX�

IǯIGX�[EW�RIZIV�VIKMWXIVIH��;LIVI�JEQMPMIW�LEZI�FIIR�WYGGIWWJYP�MR�KIXXMRK�+.7W�

VIKMWXIVIH��XLI�WEQI�LEW�FIIR�HSRI�SRP]�EJXIV�WYǲGMIRX�TYFPMG�SYXVEKI�ERH�EJXIV�

E�PSRK�HIPE]�[LMGL�MW�PIJX�YRI\TPEMRIH�MR�XLI�+.7��8LMW�MW�XEOIR�EHZERXEKI�SJ�F]�XLI�

lawyers of the accused during prosecution. In the case of triple murder of Anas 

6YVIWLM��&VMJ�6YVIWLM�ERH�3E^MQ�,EYXEQ�'YHLREKEV��� XLI�JEQMP]ưW�ZIVWMSR�[EW�

VIGSVHIH�MR�ER�+.7�F]�XLI�TSPMGI�EJXIV�E�HIPE]�SJ���HE]W��.R�XLI�GEWI�SJ�2YWXEMR�

&FFEW�0YVYOWLIXVE��ER�+.7�Y�W�����.5(�[EW�VIKMWXIVIH�SRP]�EJXIV�XLI�MRXIVZIRXMSR�

SJ�XLI�-MKL�(SYVX�SJ�5YRNEF���-EV]ERE��.R��LELVYOLưW�GEWI�'EVIMPPI]���ER�+.7�[EW�

VIKMWXIVIH�Y�W�����.5(�EKEMRWX�LMW�JVMIRHW�[LS�[IVI�EGGSQTER]MRK��LELVYOL�EX�

the time of the incident.

4XLIV� XLER� HIPE]�� XLIVI� EVI� SXLIV� HMWGVITERGMIW� RSXMGIH� MR� XLI� +.7W� [LMGL� EVI�

registered based on the statement of family members such as not invoking 
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ETTVSTVMEXI�WIGXMSRW�SJ�XLI�.RHMER�5IREP�(SHI�EKEMRWX�XLI�EGGYWIH�JSV�GSRWTMVEG]�

�������'�.5(� �EXXIQTX�XS�QYVHIV��������.5(� �HIWXVYGXMSR�SJ�IZMHIRGI��������.5(� �

ZSPYRXEVMP]�GEYWMRK�KVMIZSYW�LYVX�F]�HERKIVSYW�[IETSRW�SV�QIERW��������.5(� �

ERH�HEGSMX]��������.5(���.X�LEW�EPWS�FIIR�RSXMGIH�XLEX�XLI�TSPMGI�VSYXMRIP]�MRZSOI�

GLEVKIW�JSV�PIWWIV�GVMQIW�MR�XLI�+.7W��WYGL�EW�[VSRKJYP�VIWXVEMRX��������.5(��ERH�

GEYWMRK�WMQTPI�LYVX�������.5(���[LMGL�IRXEMP�WQEPPIV�TYRMWLQIRXW�

.R�MXW�TPEGI��TSPMGI�LEW�FIIR�UYMGO�XS�VIKMWXIV�+.7W�EKEMRWX�ZMGXMQW�ERH�I]I[MXRIWW�

ƭ�E�TLIRSQIRSR�GEPPIH� ƯGVSWW�GEWIWư��4J�XLI���GEWIW�EREP]WIH�� MR���GEWIW��XLI�

TSPMGI�MQQIHMEXIP]�VIKMWXIVIH�ER�+.7�EKEMRWX�XLI�ZMGXMQW�ERH�[MXRIWWIW�TVIWIRX�

with the victim, under the provisions of state prevention of cow slaughter 

PIKMWPEXMSRW�� 8]TMGEPP]�� 5SPMGI� YWI� WIGXMSRW� TIREPMWMRK� XLI� WPEYKLXIV� SJ� FSZMRI�

animals, causing injury and hurt to bovine animals and export of bovine animals 

SYXWMHI�XLI��XEXI�JSV�XLI�TYVTSWI�SJ�WPEYKLXIV�MR�XLIWI�+.7W��&W�I\TPEMRIH�PEXIV�

MR� XLMW� VITSVX�� GVSWW� GEWIW� ǰPIH� EKEMRWX� I]I�[MXRIWWIW� SJ� QSF� ZMSPIRGI� YRHIV�

the provisions of cow slaughter prevention legislations are used as an tactic to 

intimidate these witnesses of murder and to ensure that they do not depose 

FIJSVI�XLI�(SYVX��8LI�SRP]�GEWI�[LIVI�ER�+.7�LEW�RSX�FIIR�VIKMWXIVIH�EKEMRWX�

the victim is in the case of Ghulam Mohammad where the case did not pertain to 

smuggling or slaughter of cows. This trend also speaks to another key element 

in all these cases that as long as prevention of cow slaughter legislations are 

present, police will continue to be pulled in two directions - concern for cow 

protection vs vigilantism by private parties, while some of these cases end up in 

deaths.

3.2  Shoddy investigation by police

An analysis of the cases show that the police have deliberately conducted 

botched up and shoddy investigations in these cases without adherence to the 

TVSGIWW�SJ�PE[��+SV�MRWXERGI�MR�XLI�GEWI�SJ�5ILPY�0LER�ERH�,LYPEQ�2SLEQQEH��

police exonerated all the named-accused, based on dubious testimonies. In 

all cases, police failed to arrest any attackers from the crime scene. In Akbar’s 

GEWI�RS�GLEVKIW�[IVI�ǰPIH�EKEMRWX�3EZEP�0MWLSVI��SRI�SJ�XLI�QEMR�GSRWTMVEXSVW�

of the crime and a local politician, Gyan Dev Ahuja, who had openly stated on 

television that he knew how the Hindu Vahini group had attacked the victim 

and that they would continue to do the same unless cow slaughter does not 

WXST�� 'SXL� FIPSRK� XS� XLI� VYPMRK� 'LEVEXM]E�/EREXE� 5EVX]� '/5��� XLEX�[EW� EPWS� XLI�

VYPMRK�TEVX]�MR�XLI�WXEXI�SJ�7ENEWXLER��EX�XLI�XMQI�SJ�XLI�MRGMHIRX��.R�&OFEVưW�GEWI��

there was also a delay in providing medical aid to Akbar who was grievously 
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MRNYVIH��&OFEV��SR�FIMRK�EXXEGOIH��[EW�ǰVWX�XEOIR�XS�XLI�TSPMGI�WXEXMSR�ERH�[EW�

only taken to hospital when his condition became very critical. He was declared 

dead by the time he reached the hospital. In Shahrukh’s case, police had initially 

refused to include the family in the investigation and take their statements. It was 

only after local pressure was mounted  that police took the family’s statements. 

In all the cases analysed, the police failed to contest bail applications by the 

perpetrators, leading to the accused getting bail. In none of the cases that was 

analysed, victim’s lawyer moved any application for cancellation of bail of the 

accused. This is partly because the victim’s family are mostly uneducated and 

hence not aware about the legal proceedings and mostly, because the lawyers 

representing them do not inform them about such legal provisions. This trend 

also highlights the failures of the District Legal Services Authorities entrusted to 

TVSZMHI�JVII�ERH�IǯIGXMZI�VITVIWIRXEXMSR�XS�TISTPI�

5ILPY�0LERưW�MW�XLI�SRP]�GEWI�XLEX�LEW�FIIR�VYPIH�WS�JEV��&R�EGUYMXXEP�LEW�FIIR�

obtained. The judgement of the session court, provided a damning account of 

XLI�FSXGLIH�YT�ERH�[IEO�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�GSRHYGXIH�F]�XLI�5SPMGI��ERH�[LMGL�PIH�XS�

MXW�VYPMRK�EGUYMXXEP��8LI�EGUYMXXEP�[EW�E�HMVIGX�VIWYPX�SJ�HIPMFIVEXI�ERH�TVINYHMGIH�

investigation by the police, and wilfull neglect of rule of law. The Court in its 

judgment had pointed out the following instances where the police failed to 

MRZIWXMKEXI�XLI�GEWI�PIEHMRK�XS�EGUYMXXEPW�

x� 8LI� )]MRK� HIGPEVEXMSR� SJ� 5ILPY� 0LER� [EW� RSX� EXXIWXIH� F]� XLI� HSGXSV�

ETTVSZMRK�XLI�TEXMIRX�XS�FI�ǰX�JSV�WXEXIQIRXW��3S�EǲHEZMX�[EW�EPWS�KMZIR�

by the then posted doctor for the same. (It was the duty of the investigating 

SǲGIV�ERH�XLI�RSHEP�SǲGIV�XS�IRWYVI�XLEX�EPP�EWTIGXW�SJ�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�ERH�

GSPPIGXMSR�SJ�IZMHIRGI�[IVI�HSRI�EW�TIV�VIUYMVIQIRX�SJ�PE[�

x� 8LIVI�[EW�HIPE]�SJ����LSYVW�MR�WYFQMWWMSR�SJ�XLI�WXEXIQIRX�SJ�5ILPY�0LER�

F]�XLI� .RZIWXMKEXMRK�4ǲGIV� .4��XS�XLI�TSPMGI�WXEXMSR��8LI�WXEXIQIRX�[EW�

recorded on 1.04.2017 at 11:50 am but submitted on 02.04.2017 at 03:54 pm.

x� The arrest of the accused(s) were made on the basis of the video given 

by the informant which was converted to Compact Disk (CD). It did not 

indicate any  date and timing of the recording. It also did not disclose the 

QIHMYQ� SJ� XVERWJIV� SJ� ZMHIS� XS� XLI� .4�� *ZIR� XLI� TLSRI� JVSQ� [LMGL� XLI�

video was made not seized. These are all aspects that show that State 

4ǲGMEPW��3SHEP�4ǲGIV�ERH�.RZIWXMKEXMRK�4ǲGIV�HMH�RSX�XEOI�HYI�WXITW�XS�

ensure proper investigation.

x� The device from which the informant shot the second video was never 

TVSHYGIH�FIJSVI�XLI�GSYVX��8LI�WEQI�[EW�RSX�WIM^IH�F]�XLI�TSPMGI�SǲGIV��
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x� 8LI�.4�RIZIV�TVSHYGIH�GIVXMǰGEXI�YRHIV��IGXMSR����'�SJ�XLI�*ZMHIRGI�&GX��

1872 for supporting electronic records including photos and videos that 

were collected while the accused were lynching the deceased. 

x� The electronic evidence was neither sealed, stamped nor were sent to the 

FSL which weakens the most relevant evidence against the accused by  

UYIWXMSREFPI�GVIHMFMPMX]�SJ�WYGL�IZMHIRGI��

x� 3S�WXEXIQIRX�[EW�VIGSVHIH�[MXL�VIWTIGX�XS�XLI�IPIGXVSRMG�VIGSVH�� .X� MW�E�

settled principle of law that such electronic evidence shall be accepted 

SRP]�MJ�XLI�[MXRIWW�KMZIW�E�WTIGMǰG�ZIVFEP�HIGPEVEXMSR�SJ�XLI�WEQI�

8LI��YTVIQI�(SYVX�LEH�LIPH�MR�8ILWIIR�5SSRE[EPE�ZW�9RMSR�SJ�.RHME�XLEX�XLI�

MRZIWXMKEXMSR�P]RGLMRK�ZMKMPERXI�ZMSPIRGI�SǯIRGIW�WLEPP�FI�TIVWSREPP]�QSRMXSVIH�

F]�XLI�3SHEP�4ǲGIV�[LS�WLEPP�FI�HYX]�FSYRH�XS�IRWYVI�XLEX� XLI� MRZIWXMKEXMSR�

MW�GEVVMIH�SYX�IǯIGXMZIP]�ERH�XLI�GLEVKI�WLIIX�MR�WYGL�GEWIW�MW�ǰPIH�[MXLMR�XLI�

WXEXYXSV]�TIVMSH�JVSQ�XLI�HEXI�SJ�VIKMWXVEXMSR�SJ�XLI�+.7�SV�EVVIWX�SJ�XLI�EGGYWIH��

as the case may be399��-S[IZIV��XLIVI�MW�PMXXPI�XS�WLS[�XLEX�EHIUYEXI�IǯSVXW�LEZI�

been made by the police to conduct diligent and speedy investigation in such 

cases. 

3.3  Half-hearted prosecution of cases

(VMQMREP� XVMEP� FIKMRW�[MXL� XLI� ǰPMRK� SJ� ƯGLEVKIWLIIX � FIJSVI� E� 2EKMWXVEXI� F]� XLI�

TSPMGI�SǲGIV�MRZIWXMKEXMRK�XLI�GEWI��8LI�(LEVKIWLIIX�GSRXEMRW�XLI�HIXEMPW�SJ�XLI�

investigation conducted by the police, the evidences that have been collected 

and based on the investigation, the charges that have been made out against the 

EGGYWIH� TIVWSRW��&W� LMKLPMKLXIH� EFSZI�� HIPMFIVEXI� VIKMWXVEXMSR� SJ� +.7W� EKEMRWX�

XLI�EGGYWIH�YRHIV�SǯIRGIW�[MXL�PIWWIV�TYRMWLQIRXW��JEMPYVI�XS�GSPPIGX�VIPIZERX�

IZMHIRGI�ERH�HIPMFIVEXI�WLSHH]�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�MRZEVMEFP]�PIEHW�XS�ǰPMRK�SJ�[IEO�

GLEVKIWLIIXW�ERH�EGUYMXXEPW�F]�XLI�GSYVX�

4YX�SJ�XLI���GEWIW��GLEVKIWLIIXW�LEZI�FIIR�ǰPIH�SRP]�MR�WM\�GEWIW��HIWTMXI�XLI�

passage of at least a year and half from the last incident (Shahrukh, Bareilley). 

In none of these cases, charges for heinous crimes that occurred during the 

P]RGLMRK��WYGL�EW�GSRWTMVEG]��������'�.5(���KVMIZSYW�LYVX�F]�HERKIVSYW�[IETSRW�

��� ���� .5(��� HEGSMX]� ��� ���� .5(��� (VMQMREP� MRXMQMHEXMSR� ��� ���� .5(��� LEZI� FIIR�

brought against any of the accused persons. In the case of triple murder of Anas 

6YVIWLM��&VMJ� 6YVIWLM� ERH� 3E^MQ�� EJXIV� MRZIWXMKEXMRK� XLI� +.7� ǰPIH� F]� XLI�ZMGXMQ�

JEQMPMIW��XLI�TSPMGI�MRWXIEH�SJ�E�GLEVKIWLIIX��ǰPIH�E�+MREP�7ITSVX�JSV�GPSWMRK�XLI�

399� ��YTVIQI�(SYVX�;5�����SJ�������SVHIV�HEXIH���XL�/YP]�������5EVE�����7IQIHMEP�2IEWYVI���YF�MMM������
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GEWI�FIJSVI�XLI�2EKMWXVEXI�� .X� MW�TIVXMRIRX�XS�RSXI�XLEX�XLI�+.7�[EW�RSX�ǰPIH�JSV�

QYVHIV��������.5(��FYX�JSV�E�PIWWIV�SǯIRGI�SJ�GYPTEFPI�LSQMGMHI�RSX�EQSYRXMRK�

XS�QYVHIV��������.5(���8LI�TSPMGI�LEZI�WXEXIH�MR�XLI�+MREP�7ITSVX�+7��WYFQMXXIH�

before the Magistrate that the during the investigation 73 people from the 

ZMPPEKI�LEH�ǰPIH�EǲHEZMXW�WXEXMRK�XLEX�XLI�ZMPPEKIVW�LEH�GEYKLX�GS[�WQYKKPIVW�

(the deceased victims) who were attacked by the villagers in self-defence, and 

[IVI�PEXIV�LERHIH�SZIV�XS�XLI�TSPMGI�SR�XLI�FEWMW�SJ�[LMGL�ER�+.7�[EW�VIKMWXIVIH�

EKEMRWX� XLI� HIGIEWIH� ZMGXMQW�� 8LI� EǲHEZMX� EPWS� WXEXIW� XLEX� WMQMPEV� MRGMHIRGIW�

of cow smuggling have taken place in the area which were reported to the 

TSPMGI��.RXIVIWXMRKP]��XLI�2EKMWXVEXI�EGGITXIH�XLI�+7�ǰPIH�F]�XLI�TSPMGI�SR�XLIWI�

grounds and closed the case. The case of Mustain Abbas also stands out as the 

investigation of the case was transferred to the Central Bureau of Investigation 

('.��F]�XLI�-MKL�(SYVX�SJ�5YRNEF���-EV]ERE�SR��th May 2016, the CBI registered 

JVIWL� +.7W� MR� XLI� GEWI� SR� ��rd May 2016, however till date the investigation is 

ongoing and the Chargesheet has not been submitted by the CBI to the court.

4RGI� XLI� (LEVKIWLIIX� MW� ǰPIH� ERH� XLI� GEWI� GSQQMXXIH� XS� XLI� WIWWMSRW� GSYVX��

charges are framed against the accused by the court and arguments are heard 

JVSQ�FSXL�WMHIW��.X�MW�MRXIVIWXMRK�XS�RSXI�XLEX�MR�RSRI�SJ�XLIWI�GEWIW��XLI�5YFPMG�

5VSWIGYXSV� 55��LEW�EVKYIH�JSV�XLI�EGGYWIH�XS�FI�XVMIH�YRHIV�KVEZIV�SǯIRGIW��

a glaring lapse on the part of the prosecution agency. Further such as in the 

GEWI� SJ�&OFEV� 0LER� &P[EV��� XLI� QEMR� GSRWTMVEXSVW� SJ� XLI� GVMQI�� 3EZEP� 0MWLSVI�

and Gyan Dev Ahuja were not arraigned as accused and no charges were 

FVSYKLX�EKEMRWX�XLIQ��MRWTMXI�SJ�I]I�[MXRIWWIW�REQMRK�3EZEP�0MWLSVI�EW�SRI�SJ�

the main conspirators and new evidence coming to the fore of the involvement 

SJ�,]ER�)IZ�� .RXIVIWXMRKP]�XLI�TSPMGI�LEH�QEHI�3EZEP�0MWLSVI�E�[MXRIWW� MR�XLI�

GLEVKIWLIIX��1EXIV�ETTPMGEXMSRW�[IVI�ǰPIH�F]�XLI�ZMGXMQưW�PE[]IV�MR�XLI�GSYVX�XS�

JYVXLIV� MRZIWXMKEXI� XLI� VSPI� SJ� XLI� X[S� EGGYWIH� Y�W� ������ (V5(�[LMGL� LEW� RSX�

seen any further developments. The case is currently pending in the Sessions 

Court in Alwar.

3.4  Witnesses turning hostile: Role of ‘cross cases’

&W�QIRXMSRIH��E�TEXXIVR�RSXMGIH�MR�XLIWI�GEWIW�MW�XLI�TVIWIRGI�SJ�ER�+.7�ǰPIH�

EKEMRWX� XLI� I]I� [MXRIWWIW� SJ� XLI� GVMQI� SJ� QYVHIV�� 8LIWI� +.7W�� EPWS� ORS[R� EW��

ƯGVSWW�GEWIWư�WIVZI�XLI�TYVTSWI�SJ�MRXMQMHEXMRK�XLI�I]I�[MXRIWWIW�WS�XLEX�XLI]�HS�

not give their testimony or identify the accused in the murder trial. A pattern of 

eye witnesses turning hostile in court has been observed in the cases of Tehsin 

=EQYREREKEV� �+EVMH���LIV��MRKL�ERH�8SYǰU�+EVMHEFEH� �5ILPY�0LER�&P[EV��ERH�
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Shahrukh (Bareilley). In Tehsin’s case, his co-travelers who were eye witnesses 

and were present at the scene of crime refused to identify the accused persons 

ERH�WXEXIH�XLEX�XLI]�LEH�RS�MRJSVQEXMSR�EFSYX�XLI�WEMH�GVMQI��&R�+.7�JSV�MPPIKEP�

XVERWTSVXEXMSR�SJ�S\�LEH�FIIR�ǰPIH�EKEMRWX�XLIQ��.R�XLI�GEWI�SJ�+EVMH���LIV��MRKL�

ERH�8SYǰU��[LMPI�+EVMH�ERH��LIV��MRKL�[IVI�OMPPIH��8SYǰU�IWGETIH�FYX�WYWXEMRIH�

QENSV� MRNYVMIW� ERH� LMW� PIK� LEH� XS� FI� EQTYXEXIH�� &R� +.7� [EW� ǰPIH� EKEMRWX� XLI�

ZMGXMQW�JSV�WQYKKPMRK�GS[W�ERH�8SYǰU�[EW�EVVIWXIH��VIPIEWIH�SR�FEMP�ERH�LEW�

RS[� FIIR� HIGPEVIH� XS� FI� E� 5VSGPEMQIH� 4ǯIRHIV� MR� XLI� GEWI�� 'IMRK� REQIH� MR�

XLI�+.7��LI�MW�RSX�VIEH]�XS�WYTTSVX�XLI�GEWI�SJ�+EVMH�ERH��LIV��MRKL��ERH�IǯSVXW�

F]� XLI� X[S� JEQMPMIW� XS� LEZI� LMQ� WYTTSVX� ETTPMGEXMSR� SJ� VIKMWXVEXMSR� SJ� ER� +.7�

against murder culprits and the police. In the case of Shahrukh, victim’s friends 

who were present at time of his murder, have been made the main accused in 

XLI� QYVHIV� XVMEP� [LIVIEW� MR� XLI� GEWI� SJ� 5ILPY� 0LER�� OI]� [MXRIWWIW� [LS� KEZI�

videos and developed photos of the crime scene and were also witnesses to the 

VIGSZIV]�SJ�[IETSRW�JVSQ�XLI�EGGYWIH��XYVRIH�LSWXMPI�PIEHMRK�XS�XLI�EGUYMXXEP�SJ�

the accused.

3.5  No protection provided to victim’s family and witnesses

Several survivor families and witnesses have been threatened by the accused in 

the course of the trial. In none of the cases, inspite of courts being made aware 

SJ�XLVIEXW��RS�SVHIVW�JSV�TVSXIGXMSR�LEZI�FIIR�MWWYIH��8LI�GEWIW�SJ�5ILPY�0LER�

&P[EV��7ENEWXLER���[LIVI�XLI�ZMGXMQưW�WSR�[EW�EXXEGOIH�[LIR�LI�[EW�SR�LMW�[E]�

XS�XLI�XVMEP�GSYVX�JSV�E�LIEVMRK�ERH�,LYPEQ�2SLEQQEH�'YPERHWLEV��95���[LIVI�

the family had to relocate to another city due to fear of reprisal, bear testimony 

to the threats faced by victim families in their search for justice. The family and 

[MXRIWWIW�MR�5ILPY�0LERưW�GEWI�[IVI�XLVIEXIRIH�[LMPI�XLI]�[IVI�SR�XLIMV�[E]�XS�

depose before a local court in Behror. According to the Supreme Court guidelines,  

MX� MW� XLI� HYX]� SJ� XLI� �XEXMSR� -SYWI� 4ǲGIV�� MR� [LSWI� TSPMGI� WXEXMSR� WYGL� +.7� MW�

VIKMWXIVIH��XS�MRXMQEXI�XLI�3SHEP�4ǲGIV�MR�XLI�HMWXVMGX�[LS�WLEPP��MR�XYVR��IRWYVI�

that there is no further harassment of the family members of the victim(s). Sadly, 

WYGL�ETTVIGMEFPI�IǯSVXW�LEZI�RSX�FIIR�QEHI�MR�ER]�GEWI�XS�TVSXIGX�XLI�JEQMP]�SJ�

XLI�ZMGXMQW��7EXLIV�XLI�JEQMPMIW�SJXIR�LEZI�FIIR�I\TSWIH�XS�XLI�HIEHP]�XLVIEXW�F]�

the accused to not testify in court.

3.6  Long and delayed trials

8LI�KYMHIPMRIW�MWWYIH�F]�XLI��YTVIQI�(SYVX�MR�XLI�GEWI�SJ�8ILWIIR�5SSRE[EPPE�

ZW�9RMSR�SJ�.RHME�WXEXI�GEXIKSVMGEPP]�XLEX�XLI�GEWIW�SJ�P]RGLMRK�ERH�QSF�ZMSPIRGI�

WLEPP�FI�WTIGMǰGEPP]�XVMIH�F]�HIWMKREXIH�GSYVX�+EWX�8VEGO�(SYVXW��[MXL�XLI�GEWI�
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being heard on a day to day basis.400 The Court further held that the trial shall 

preferably be concluded within six months from the date of taking cognizance 

and further stated that this direction shall apply to even pending cases and that 

MX�WLEPP�FI�XLI�HYX]�SJ�XLI��XEXI�,SZIVRQIRXW�ERH�XLI�3SHEP�4ǲGIVW�MR�TEVXMGYPEV�

to see that the prosecuting agency strictly carries out its role in appropriate 

furtherance of the trial. In none of the 9 cases analysed, the prosecution agency 

has moved any applications before a court for appointment of a fast track court 

or for hearing the case on a day to day basis. In Mustain Abbas’s case, the CBI 

[LMGL�[EW�LERHIH�SZIV�XLI�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�SJ�XLI�GEWI�MR�2E]������LEW�RSX�]IX�ǰPIH�

the Chargesheet after a lapse of three and a half years.

4. Conviction and acquittal in cases  

4.1  Weak investigation and prosecution leading to acquittals

In criminal cases, the prosecution must prove beyond any reasonable doubt 

that the accused committed the crime and the court must be convinced that 

no other logical explanation can be derived from the facts except that the crime 

[EW� GSQQMXXIH� F]� XLI� EGGYWIH��8LI� 5VSWIGYXMSR� EKIRGMIW� LEZI�� MR� XLI� GEWIW�

under review, failed miserably to meet this legal standard of proof to validate 

a criminal conviction in these cases of religiously motivated vigilante violence. 

Shoddy investigation of cases, marred by deliberate omissions and commissions 

F]�XLI�TSPMGI�ERH�TVSWIGYXMSR�LEZI�PIH�XS�XLI�GSYVXW�EGUYMXXMRK�XLI�EGGYWIH�SV�

GSRZMGXMRK�XLIQ�YRHIV�PIWWIV�SǯIRGIW�[MXL�E�JI[�]IEVW�SJ�MQTVMWSRQIRX��4YX�SJ�

XLI���GEWIW�EREP]WIH��SRP]�MR�X[S�GEWIW�LEZI�ǰREP�NYHKIQIRXW�FIIR�TEWWIH�F]�

XLI��IWWMSRW�(SYVXW�ƭ�8ELWMR�=EQYREKEV��ERH�5ILPY�0LER�&P[EV����

.R�8ELWMRưW�GEWI��XLI��IWWMSRW�(SYVX�SJ�=EQYRE�3EKEV�)MWXVMGX��-EV]ERE�GSRZMGXIH�

�YFLEWL�(LERH�JSV�GYPTEFPI�LSQMGMHI�RSX�EQSYRXMRK�XS�QYVHIV��������5EVX� ..�

.5(��ERH�EGUYMXXIH���SXLIV�EGGYWIH�HYI�XS�PEGO�SJ�IZMHIRGI���YFLEWL�(LERH�[EW�

WIRXIRGIH�XS�YRHIVKS�VMKSVSYW�MQTVMWSRQIRX�SJ���]IEVW�ERH�ǰRI�SJ�7W�����������

Y�W�����5EVX�..�.5(�ERH�VMKSVSYW�MQTVMWSRQIRX�SJ���]IEVW�ERH�ǰRI�SJ�7W���������

Y�W�����.5(��XLI�TYRMWLQIRXW�VYRRMRK�GSRGYVVIRXP]��&X�XLI�IRH�SJ�XLI�XVMEP�[LMGL�

was concluded within 10 months of the incident, the Court held that even though 

the prosecution has been able to prove the presence of accused Subhash 

Chand at the scene of occurrence and the complete chain of circumstances 

with the opinion of the doctors, it cannot be ruled out that the injury on Tahsin’s 

400���YTVIQI�(SYVX�;5�����SJ�������SVHIV�HEXIH���XL�/YP]�������5EVE�����7IQIHMEP�2IEWYVI�WYF�Z������
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LIEH�[EW� MRǱMGXIH� F]� XLI� HERHE� VSH�� VIGSZIVIH� JVSQ� XLI� EGGYWIH��8LI� (SYVX�

therefore held that the prosecution was not able to prove that the accused had 

an intention or motive to commit Tahsin’s murder, and only wanted to apprehend 

LMQ�XS�TVIZIRX�WPEYKLXIVMRK�SJ�GS[W�ERH�XLEX�LI�LEH�MRǱMGXIH�ER�MRNYV]�SR�8ELWMR�

XS�XIEGL�LMQ�E�PIWWSR��4R�XLIWI�KVSYRHW��GSRZMGXMSR�[EW�SVHIVIH�JSV�XLI�SǯIRGI�

of culpable homicide not amounting to murder (S. 304) instead of the stringent 

SǯIRGI�SJ�QYVHIV����������.R�XLI�GEWI�SJ�5ILPY�0LER��XLI�GSYVX�EGUYMXXIH�EPP�XLI�

six accused. After going through the evidence presented by the prosecution, 

the court held that due to shoddy investigation and casual approach of the 

TSPMGI��WIVMSYW�HIǰGMIRGMIW�LEZI�FIIR�PIJX�MR�XLI�GEWI��HYI�XS�[LMGL�XLI�EPPIKIH�

SǯIRGIW�EKEMRWX�XLI�EGGYWIH�TIVWSRW�GERRSX�FI�GSRWMHIVIH�TVSZIR�FI]SRH�ER]�

reasonable doubt. 

4.2  Appealing against trial court judgments

In Tehsin’s case, the State of Haryana did not prefer any appeal to the High Court 

EKEMRWX�XLI�EGUYMXXEP�SJ�XLI�XLVII�EGGYWIH�TIVWSRW�ERH�JSV�XLI�IRLERGIQIRX�SJ�

sentence of the convicted accused. This shows the attitude and seriousness of 

the State Government in prosecuting heinous crimes of religiously-motivated 

QSF�ZMSPIRGI��8LI�ZMGXMQưW�JEQMP]�LEH�XS�LMVI�E�TIVWSREP�PE[]IV�ERH�ǰPI�ER�ETTIEP�

EKEMRWX�XLI�NYHKIQIRX�MR�XLI�-MKL�(SYVX�SJ�5YRNEF���-EV]ERE�Y�W�����VIEH�[MXL���

����(V5(��8LI�ETTIEP�MW�GYVVIRXP]�TIRHMRK�MR�XLI�-MKL�(SYVX��.R�5ILPYưW�GEWI��EJXIV�

QYGL� TYFPMG� SYXVEKI� XLI� �XEXI� ,SZIVRQIRX� ǰPIH� ETTIEP� EKEMRWX� XLI� EGUYMXXEP�

ERH�ERSXLIV�ETTIEP�LEW�FIIR�ǰPIH�F]�XLI�ZMGXMQưW�JEQMP]�[LMGL�EVI�FSXL�GYVVIRXP]�

TIRHMRK�FIJSVI�XLI�7ENEWXLER�-MKL�(SYVX��

4.3  Compensation for victim families

Except for the case of Akbar, in none of the cases under review has any 

compensation been given to victim families by Governments. Akbar, being a 

VIWMHIRX�SJ�-EV]ERE��XLI�-EV]ERE�,SZIVRQIRX�LEW�TEMH�E�GSQTIRWEXMSR�SJ�7W��

�� 1EOLW� XS�&OFEVưW� JEQMP]�� LS[IZIV� RS� GSQTIRWEXMSR� LEW� FIIR� SǯIVIH� F]� XLI�

�XEXI� SJ� 7ENEWXLER� [LIVI� XLI� MRGMHIRX� PIEHMRK� XS� &OFEVưW� QYVHIV� XSSO� TPEGI��

�YTVIQI�(SYVX�LEH�MR�8ILWIIR�5SSRE[EPE�:W�9S.�HMVIGXIH��XEXI�,SZIVRQIRXW�

to prepare a lynching/mob violence victim compensation scheme, in the light 

SJ�XLI�TVSZMWMSRW�SJ��IGXMSR�����&�(V5(��[MXLMR�SRI�QSRXL�JVSQ�XLI�HEXI�SJ� MXW�

judgment.401 The Court had further stated that in the said scheme for computation 

401� ��YTVIQI�(SYVX�;5�����SJ�������SVHIV�HEXIH���XL�/YP]�������5EVE�����7IQIHMEP�2IEWYVI��WYF�MZ������
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of compensation, the State Governments should give due regard to the nature 

of bodily injury, psychological injury and loss of earnings including loss of 

opportunities of employment and education and expenses incurred on account 

of legal and medical expenses. It also asked for the scheme to include provisions 

for interim relief to be paid to the victim(s) family. Clearly, even the compensation 

paid to Akbar’s family does not meet the progressive criteria for compensation 

set by the SC.   

In the same orders, Supreme Court had directed for provision of legal aid to 

victims402, and for families to be kept informed of the progress of prosecution.403 

.R�RSRI�SJ�XLI�GEWIW�LEZI�EYXLSVMXMIW�SǯIVIH�PIKEP�EMH�XS�ZMGXMQW��IMXLIV�XLVSYKL�

the State Legal Services Authority or otherwise. In most cases, the families are 

not aware about the provisions of legal aid and are also not informed about the 

same by the police or any other authorities.     

5.  Question of accountability

An analysis of the persistence of cow vigilante violence in the country, and 

the progress of criminal proceedings in the cases under review proves that 

the directions of the Supreme Court of India against vigilante violence, have – 

VIKVIXXEFP]���RSX�LEH�QYGL�IǯIGX�MR�XIVQW�SJ�NYWXMGI�JSV�ZMGXMQW�ERH�EGGSYRXEFMPMX]�

for perpetrators. In fact, the murders of Akbar and Shahrukh took place in the 

months of July and August 2018, immediately after the Supreme Court judgment, 

however, the role played by the police and the progress of the investigation do 

RSX�MRWTMVI�QYGL�GSRǰHIRGI��8LI��YTVIQI�GSYVX�LEH��MR�XLI�WEQI�SVHIVW��EWOIH�

JSV� HIWMKREXMRK� E� WIRMSV� TSPMGI� SǲGIV� EW� 3SHEP� 4ǲGIV� MR� IEGL� SJ� XLI� EǯIGXIH�

HMWXVMGXW �[LMPI�EPWS�RSXMRK�XLEX�ER]�TSPMGI�SǲGIV�JSYRH�RSX�GSQTP]MRK�[MXL�XLI�

guidelines to prevent, investigate and facilitate expeditious trial in mob violence 

/ lynching cases, shall be construed to be deliberately negligent. It had directed 

GSQTIXIRX� EYXLSVMXMIW� XS� XEOI� ETTVSTVMEXI� EGXMSR� EKEMRWX� WYGL� IVVERX� SǲGIVW��

preferably within 6 months. Despite these clear directions, and evidence of 

FSXGLIH�YT�MRZIWXMKEXMSR�F]�TSPMGI�SǲGIVW��RS�TYRMXMZI�EGXMSR�LEW�FIIR�MRMXMEXIH�

EKEMRWX� ER]� TSPMGI� SǲGIV�� EW� [IPP� EW� 3SHEP� 4ǲGIVW�� VIWTSRWMFPI� JSV� IRWYVMRK�

prevention, investigation and expeditious trial in mob violence / lynching cases. 

5ILPY� 0LERưW� GEWI� MW� ER� ETX� I\EQTPI� SJ� LS[� HIWTMXI� XLI� �(ưW� HMVIGXMSRW�� RS�

TYRMXMZI�EGXMSR�LEW�FIIR�XEOIR�XS�IWXEFPMWL�EGGSYRXEFMPMX]�SJ�SǲGMEPW��

402� ��YTVIQI�(SYVX�;5�����SJ�������SVHIV�HEXIH���XL�/YP]�������5EVE�����7IQIHMEP�2IEWYVI��WYF�M\�������

403� ��YTVIQI�(SYVX�;5�����SJ�������SVHIV�HEXIH���XL�/YP]�������5EVE�����7IQIHMEP�2IEWYVI��WYF�ZMMM������
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An analysis of the cases highlights the prejudiced, deliberate and negligent 

EXXMXYHI�SJ�XLI�TSPMGI��MR�XLI�JSVQ�SJ�WLSHH]�MRZIWXMKEXMSRW��VIWYPXMRK�MR�EGUYMXXEP�

of the accused by the court. In Akbar’s case there are allegations of the police 

assaulting Akbar while taking him to the police station and deliberately denying 

LMQ�MQQIHMEXI�ǰVWX�EMH��8LMW�HIPE]�GEYWIH�LMW�HIEXL�� .R�5ILPY�0LERưW�GEWI�XLI�

trial court has categorically held that the shoddy investigation conducted by the 

.RZIWXMKEXMRK�4ǲGIVW�PIH�XS�XLI�EGUYMXXEP�SJ�XLI�EGGYWIH��8LI�VSPI�TPE]IH�F]�XLI�

TSPMGI�MW�WYGGMRGXP]�HIWGVMFIH�F]�XLI�-MKL�(SYVX�SJ�5YRNEF���-EV]ERE�MR�XLI�GEWI�

SJ� 2YWXEMR� &FFEW� [LMGL� SFWIVZIH� XLEX� XLI� QIQFIVW� SJ� XLI� ,EY� 7EOWLEO� HEP�

were involved in illegal activities, with the connivance of the police and local 

administration. The Court held as follows404:

“what meets the eye is that certainly an incident during the intervening night 

of 5th and 6th March, 2016 has taken place in the area/jurisdiction of Police 

Station Shahbad, District Kurukshetra, in which so called vigilante group 

so constituted with the backing of political bosses and senior functionaries 

governing the State including police under the name and style of Gau Raksha 

Dal has sought to take law in its own hands. The local administration, be 

it the police or otherwise, by their muteness and connivance are allowing 

unleashing terror upon the persons carrying on such a trade in animals. It 

is not out of place to remark here that it has also come to the notice of this 

Court on earlier occasions that such like groups are bent upon circumventing 

ī°Ƴƈ°ĸÙƈĀääÎěĸČƈŝńńŲƈŝäŲŷńĸŷƈƳėńƈ°ŲäƈûäŲŲƺěĸČƈƊėäěŲƈ°ĸěĴ°īŷ×ƈÅäƈěƊƈûńŲƈ°ĸƺƈ

ŝäŲŷńĸ°īwÙńĴäŷƊěÎƈƙŷäƈńŲƈńƊėäŲƳěŷäŢƈ�ėěŷƈěŷƈĸńƊƈƊėäƈÿŲŷƊƈěĸŷƊ°ĸÎäƈƊė°Ɗƈė°ŷƈ

come to the notice of this Court in the State of Haryana which is abound by 

such incidents where the State, which is supposed to follow rule of law and 

ƊńƈČěƲäƈČńńÙƈČńƲäŲĸ°ĸÎä×ƈěŷƈīńńĨěĸČƈƊėäƈńƊėäŲƈƳ°ƺƈŲńƙĸÙŢů

4R�XLI�VSPI�TPE]IH�F]�XLI�WIRMSV�TSPMGI�SǲGIVW�ERH�HMWXVMGX�EHQMRMWXVEXMSR��XLI�

Court had observed:

ŭ�ėäƈěĸÙńīäĸƊƈ°ƊƊěƊƙÙäƈńûƈƊėäƈŷäĸěńŲƈŝńīěÎäƈńýÎäŲŷƈńĸƈŲäŝńŲƊƈÅäěĸČƈīńÙČäÙƈěŷƈ

in itself suggestive of the role of police in this episode and apparently even 

the District Magistrate has failed to perform his duties. The mere assumption 

that the occupants of the vehicle were committing cruelty to animals by 

ĴäŲäƈƊŲ°ĸŷŝńŲƊěĸČƈƊėäĴƈěŷƈƳėńīīƺƈƙĸĢƙŷƊěÿäÙƈ°ŷƈ�ŲƊěÎīäƈƕōƈŝŲńƲěÙäŷƈŲěČėƊƈƊńƈ

pursue and carry on a legitimate occupation. Thus, such a restraint and by 

404� �5YRNEF���-EV]ERE�-MKL�(SYVX�;5��
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such a vigilant group which has no legal backing and authority, that too 

when a person is doing so within social order, this Court would not hesitate 

to hold that it is duty bound to act into the matter….

&W�LEW�FIIR�GSRGIHIH�F]�XLI��XEXI�XLEX�XLI]�LEZI�VIKMWXIVIH�ER�+.7�TIVXEMRMRK�

to this incident but nothing worth to convince this Court about fruitful results 

into this disappearance has come forth and rather from this stand, it elicits that 

XLIVI�MW�E�JIMKRIH�EXXIQTX�YRHIV�XLMW�+.7�XS�[EWL�Sǯ�XLI�LERHW�SJ�WYGL�ZMKMPERXI�

groups having backing of the local police and therefore, this Court has every 

apprehension that the local police would not only circumvent the law but would 

also not carry on fair and impartial investigation which this Court wants them 

to do…. Having regard to the fact that even representation of the petitioner to 

XLI� �YTIVMRXIRHIRX� SJ� 5SPMGI� SJ� XLI� )MWXVMGX� LEW� RSX� QIX� [MXL� ER]� VIWTSRWI�

ETTEVIRXP]� VIǱIGXW� XLEX� IZIR� XLI� WIRMSV� JYRGXMSREVMIW� SJ� XLI� TSPMGI� EVI� LERH�

in-glove with such vigilante group, obviously to achieve the sinister design and 

TYVWYMRK�E�HIǰRMXI�EKIRHE�ERH�MX�ETTIEVW�XLEX�XLI�PSGEP�TSPMGI�QE]�RSX�GEVV]�SR�

the investigations in the right earnest…”

6. Conclusion 

8LI�EREP]WMW�SJ�GEWIW�LEW�GSRǰVQIH�XLI�TEWX�XVIRH�SJ�GSRWMWXIRX�ERH�W]WXIQMG�

failure of the criminal justice system. Access to justice for families of those killed 

in religiously motivated vigilante attacks is an uphill task, compounded by the 

fact that these hate crimes are perpetrated by groups and individuals with strong 

networks and political support behind them. Further, the victim families are all 

socio-economically marginalised, and hence unable to sustain the long road 

to justice. Across all these cases, investigation has been deliberately slow and 

PEFSYVIH��IZMHIRGI�LEW�RSX�FIIR�KEXLIVIH�W]WXIQEXMGEPP]�ERH�WGMIRXMǰGEPP]��ERH�

MR�QSWX�GEWIW��MW�MRǱYIRGIH�F]�TSPMXMGEP�ERH�WSGMEP�FMEWIW��

8LMW� MW� HIWTMXI� �YTVIQI� (SYVX� LEZMRK� MWWYIH� WTIGMǰG� HMVIGXMSRW� JSV� WTIIH]�

investigation and prosecution of the cases, besides for compensation among 

SXLIVW��XS�EǯIGXIH�JEQMPMIW��&W�[MXL�SXLIV�WYGL�SVHIVW��[ERX�SJ�QSRMXSVMRK�SJ�XLI�

implementation of the directions has meant that states take little interest, and 

XLIVI�MW�PMXXPI�GSQTPMERGI���MRGI�XLI�PEWX�LIEVMRK�MR�XLI�WEMH�GEWI�;5�����SJ�������

on 24th September 2018, no further hearing has taken place, hence little account 

of compliance by states of the directions. Civil society groups have attempted to 

push authorities – using the SC directions – to act, but there has been little traction. 

&PSRKWMHI��EGGYWIH�MR�TVMWSR�LEZI�FIIR�KIXXMRK�FEMPW��[LMPWX�ZMGXMQ�JEQMPMIW�WYǯIV�
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MR�WMPIRGI��ORS[MRK�XLIMV�ǰKLX�JSV�NYWXMGI�MW�PSRK�ERH�[MXLSYX�E�HIǰRMXI�IRH���������������

The conclusions of this report are the same as the last one – that unless drivers 

of hate crime are addressed, there is little hope for justice, both for survivors 

families and for justice, rule of law and inter-community relations in the country.


